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Abstract—We study data transfer opportunities between wireless devices carried by humans. We observe that the distribution of the

intercontact time (the time gap separating two contacts between the same pair of devices) may be well approximated by a power law

over the range [10 minutes; 1 day]. This observation is confirmed using eight distinct experimental data sets. It is at odds with the

exponential decay implied by the most commonly used mobility models. In this paper, we study how this newly uncovered

characteristic of human mobility impacts one class of forwarding algorithms previously proposed. We use a simplified model based on

the renewal theory to study how the parameters of the distribution impact the performance in terms of the delivery delay of these

algorithms. We make recommendations for the design of well-founded opportunistic forwarding algorithms in the context of human-

carried devices.
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1 INTRODUCTION

THE increasing popularity of devices equipped with
wireless network interfaces (such as cell phones or

PDAs) offers new communication services opportunities.
Such mobile devices can transfer data in two ways—by
transmitting over a wireless (or wired) network interface
and by taking advantage of the user’s mobility. They form
a Pocket Switched Network [1]. Communication services
that rely on this type of data transfer will strongly depend
on human mobility characteristics and on how often such
transfer opportunities arise. Therefore, they will require
networking protocols that are different from those used on
the Internet. Since two (or more) ends of the communica-
tion might not be connected simultaneously, it is impos-
sible to maintain routes or to access centralized services
such as the DNS.

In order to better understand the constraints of oppor-
tunistic data transfer, we analyze eight distinct data sets
collected in networks with mobile devices. Three data sets
come from experiments we conducted ourselves. We define
the intercontact time as the time between two transfer
opportunities for the same devices. We observe in the eight
traces that the intercontact time tail distribution is slowly
varying over a large range. Inside this range, the inter-
contact time distribution can be compared to a power law.

We study the impact of those large intercontact times on the
actual performance and theoretical limits of a general class
of opportunistic forwarding algorithms that we call “ob-
livious forwarding algorithms.” Algorithms in this class do
not use the identities of the devices that are met, nor the
recent history of contacts, nor the time of day in order to
make forwarding decisions. Instead, forwarding decisions
are based on statically defined forwarding rules that bound
the number of data replicas or the number of hops.

Based on our experimental observations, we develop a
simplified model of opportunistic contact between human-
carried wireless devices. Our model makes several inde-
pendence assumptions which are common in the literature
of mobile ad hoc routing. We do not claim that this model
captures the performance of different forwarding algo-
rithms accurately. Rather, it serves our purpose, which is to
demonstrate how the tail of intercontact times influences the
performance of oblivious forwarding algorithms and how
these should be configured to offer reasonable guarantees.

Experimental results are presented in Section 2. In
Section 3, we model contact opportunities based on our
observations and we analyze the delay that wireless devices
would experience using a class of forwarding algorithms
previously studied in the literature. Section 4 is dedicated to
related work. The paper concludes with a brief summary of
contributions and a presentation of future work, including a
discussion of the implications of our assumptions.

2 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

2.1 Data Sets

In order to conduct informed design of opportunistic
forwarding algorithms, it is important to analyze the
frequency and duration of contacts between human-carried
communicating devices. Ideally, an experiment would
cover a large user base over a large time period, as well
as include data on connection opportunities encountered
24 hours a day.
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We examined two types of data sets. First, we use
publicly available traces measuring connectivity between
clients and access points (APs) in several wireless networks
(using WiFi or GSM technology); contacts between the
clients were deduced from the traces following an assump-
tion that we discuss below. Second, we collected our own
traces of direct contacts recorded using small portable
wireless radio devices (iMotes) that were distributed to
different groups of people. We found a few other traces of
direct contacts and we have included them for comparison
with ours. In total, there are eight data sets and each of their
characteristics are summarized in Table 1.

2.1.1 AP-Based Data Sets

The University of California, San Diego (UCSD) [2] and
Dartmouth University [3] traces make use of WiFi network-
ing, with the former including client-based logs of the
visibility of access points (APs), while the latter includes
SNMP logs from the access points. The durations of the
different logs traces are three and four months, respectively.
Since we required data about device-to-device transmission
opportunities, the raw data sets were unsuitable for our
experiment and required preprocessing. For both data sets,
we made the assumption that mobile devices seeing the
same AP would also be able to communicate directly (in
ad hoc mode). Consequently, a list of transmission
opportunities was deduced for each pair of devices, which
corresponds to the time intervals for which they share at
least one AP.

The traces from the Reality Mining project [4] at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) Media Lab
include records of visible GSM cell towers, collected by
100 cell phones distributed to students and faculty on the
campus during 9 months. We have assumed, as above, that
two devices are in contact whenever they are connected
with the same cell tower.

Unfortunately, the assumptions we have made for all
these data sets introduce inaccuracies. On the one hand, it is
overly optimistic since two devices attached to the same
(WiFi or GSM) base station may still be out of range of each
other. On the other hand, the data might omit connection
opportunities, such as when two devices pass each other at
a place where there is no instrumented access point.
Another potential issue with these data sets is that the
devices are not necessarily colocated with their owners at
all times. Despite these inaccuracies, these traces are a
valuable source of data spanning many months and
including thousands of devices. In addition, considering

two devices connected to the same base station as being
potentially in contact is not altogether unreasonable. These
devices may indeed be able to communicate locally through
the base station.

2.1.2 Direct Contact Data Sets

In order to complement the previous traces, we did our own
experiment using Intel iMotes, which are embedded devices
similar to Crossbow motes,1 except that they communicate
via Bluetooth. We programmed the iMotes to log contact
data every 120 s for all visible Bluetooth devices (including
iMotes as well as other Bluetooth devices such as cell
phones). Each contact is represented by a tuple (MAC
address, start time, and end time). The experimental
settings are described in detail in [1]; an anonymized
version of our data is now available to other research
groups in the CRAWDAD2 archive.

We include in this paper the results from three iMote-
based experiments. We first obtained data from 12 doctoral
students and faculty comprising a research group at the
University of Cambridge. The second experiment included
a group of 37 participants in Hong Kong selected in such a
way that they do not belong to the same work or social
group and, in particular, that none of them knows each
other. The third experiment was conducted during the IEEE
INFOCOM 2005 conference in Miami, where iMotes were
carried by 41 attendees for 4 days. The contacts collected by
iMotes are classified into two groups: the sighting of
another iMote is classified as an “internal” contact, while
the sighting of other types of Bluetooth devices is called an
“external” contact. The external contacts are numerous and
they provide a measure of the wireless networking
opportunities present at that time. Internal contacts, on
the other hand, represent the data transfer opportunities
among participants if they were all equipped with devices
which are always-on and always-carried.

In addition to our own experiment, we found two data
sets with direct contacts and included them for comparison:
A research group from the University of Toronto has
collected direct contact traces using 23 Bluetooth-enabled
PDAs distributed to a group of students. These devices
performed a Bluetooth inquiry every 120 seconds and this
data was logged. This methodology does not require
devices to be in range of any AP in order to collect contacts,
but it does require that the PDAs are carried by the
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TABLE 1
Comparison of Data Collected in the Eight Experiments

1. See www.xbow.com.
2. See crawdad.cs.dartmouth.edu.



participants and that the participants keep them charged.
The data set we use comes from an experiment that lasted
16 days. The traces from the Reality Mining project [4]
include direct Bluetooth sightings, recorded every
300 seconds by each participant’s cell phone.

2.2 Definitions

We are interested in how the characteristics of transfer
opportunities impact data forwarding decisions. In this
paper, we focus on how often such opportunities occur, but
not in their duration. We decided not to analyze how much
data can be transported during a transfer opportunity
because this strongly depends on the wireless technology
used. Later in our analysis (see Section 3), we will assume
that all contacts last a single time slot and we will address
two extreme cases corresponding to a lower and upper
bounds of the amount of data that could be transferred in
each connection opportunity.

We define the intercontact time as the time elapsed
between two successive contact periods for a given pair of
devices. Intercontact time characterizes the frequency with
which data can be transferred between networked devices;
it has rarely been studied in the literature. Two remarks
must be made with regard to this definition: First, the
intercontact time is computed once at the end of each
contact period, at the time interval between the end of this
contact and the beginning of the next contact with the same
device.3 An alternative option would be to compute the
remaining intercontact time seen at any time t: for each pair of
devices, it is the time it takes after t before these devices
meet again (a formal definition is given in Section 3).
Intercontact time and remaining intercontact time have
different distributions, which are related, for a renewal
process, via a classical result known as the waiting time
paradox (see [5, p. 147]). A similar relation holds for
stationary processes in the theory of Palm Calculus (see [6,
p. 15]). We choose to study the first definition of
“intercontact time seen at the end of a contact period” as
the second gives too much weight to large intercontact
times. In other words, the definition we have chosen is the
most conservative one in the presence of large values.

Second, the intercontact time distribution is influenced
by the experiment’s duration and its granularity (i.e., the
time elapsed between two successive scannings for the
same device). Intercontact times that last more than the
duration of the experiment cannot be observed, and
intercontact times close to the duration are less likely to
be observed. In a similar way, we cannot observe the
intercontact times that last less than the granularity of
measurement (which ranges from two to five minutes for
different experiments).

Another measure of the frequency of transfer opportu-
nities that could be considered is the inter-any-contact time,
i.e., for a given device, the time elapsed between two
successive contacts with any other device. This measure is
very much dependent on the density of wireless devices
during the experiment as it characterizes time that devices
spend without meeting any other device. This measure was
studied for most of these data sets in [1]. We do not present
further results here.

2.3 Intercontact Time Characterization

We study the empirical distribution of the intercontact times
obtained for all experiments shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2.

For all plots, an empirical distribution of the intercontact
times was first computed separately for each pair of devices
that met at least twice. It is hard to study the characteristics
of the distributions for all pairs individually because there
are many such distributions and some of them may only
include a few observed values. This is why we follow a two-
step approach: First, we present the distribution obtained
when all pairs’ distributions are combined, each with an
equal weight, in a distribution that we call the aggregated
distribution. Second, we use a parametric model motivated
by this first part and estimate the parameter of the individual
distribution for each pair.

2.3.1 Aggregated Distribution

Fig. 1 presents the aggregated distribution for different data
sets. All plots show the complementary cumulative dis-
tribution function using a log-log scale.

For iMote experiments, “(i)” indicates that the data set
shown is obtained using internal contacts only, while “(e)”
indicates that the data set shown includes only external
contacts. For the first two iMote experiments (labeled
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Fig. 1. Aggregated distribution of the intercontact time in eight data set experiments: (a) iMote-based experiments at Cambridge and Hong Kong, and
the Toronto experiment, (b) iMote-based experiment at INFOCOM, and (c) data collected at UCSD, Dartmouth, and MIT.

3. Note that we did not include the time between the beginning of the
experiment and the first contact for a pair, nor the time between the last
contact of a pair and the end of the experiment.



Cambridge and Hong Kong), we present only one case here
(corresponding, respectively, to internal and external
contacts). They are shown in Fig. 1a, which also includes
the distribution obtained among pairs of experimental
devices in the trace from the University of Toronto.
Distributions belonging to the iMote-based experiment at
INFOCOM are shown in Fig. 1b, where distributions
associated with internal and external contacts have been
plotted separately for comparison. Fig. 1c presents the
distribution of intercontact time computed using traces
from other experiments than ours.

Let us first note that, although intercontact times are
short in most cases, the occurrence of large intercontact
times is far from negligible: In the three iMote-based
experiments, 17 to 30 percent of intercontact times are
greater than one hour, and 3 to 7 percent of all intercontact
times are greater than one day. In the Toronto data sets,
14 percent of intercontact times last more than a day and
8 percent more than a week. These large intercontact times
are even more frequent in the traces collected at UCSD,
Dartmouth, and MIT, the most extreme case being the MIT
trace using Bluetooth sightings, where up to 60 percent of
the intercontact times observed are above 1 day. The
variation between data sets is significant. It can be expected
given the diversity of communication technologies and
population studied, as well as the impact of experimental
conditions (granularity, duration). But, there are also
common properties that we now discuss in more detail.

We now concentrate on the region between 10 minutes
and 1 day. In this region, all data sets exhibit the same
characteristics: The CCDF is slowly varying and it is lower
bounded by the CCDF of a power law distribution, which
may, in some cases, be a close approximation. This
contradicts the exponential decay of the tail, which
characterizes the most common mobility models found in
the literature (see Section 4), and we prove in the next
section that this can have a significant impact on the
performance of opportunistic networking algorithms.

To justify the above claim, we studied the quantile-
quantile plot comparison between the empirical distribu-
tion found and three parametric models (exponential, log-
normal, and power law). An example is shown in Fig. 2a for
the distribution based on internal contacts during the

INFOCOM experiment. All parametric models have been
set to take the same median value as the empirical
distribution. We also normalize the power law to fit the
granularity t ¼ 120 seconds and the log-normal distribution
such that the logarithm of both the empirical variable and
the model have the same variance. Not surprisingly, we
observe that the three models deviate significantly from the
empirical findings for values above one day. As expected,
the exponential distribution is very far from the empirical
one and the quantile for the log-normal distribution
deviates from the empirical case by a nonnegligible factor.
The power law distribution, in contrast, remains close to the
empirical one for values of up to 18 hours, and it seems to
be the most appropriate model to apply. In other data sets,
the power law may sometimes not match the empirical
findings, as well as in this example, but among these three
models, it is always the one closest to the empirical
distribution. For values above one day, we expect models
with additional parameters (e.g., following a Weibull
distribution) to improve the match with the empirical
distribution, but that is beyond the scope of this paper.

The most notable difference we observe between data sets
is that the fit with a power law is better for the data sets that
contain the largest number of points, such as in Fig. 1b and
Fig. 1c. We also observe that the slope of the power law that is
a lower bound on the range [10 minutes; 1 day] is different
between data sets: This is 0.6 for the iMote experiments at
Cambridge and Hong Kong, as well as for the Toronto data
set, 0.35 for the iMote-based experiment at INFOCOM, and
0.2 for the traces collected at UCSD, Dartmouth, and MIT. In
all cases, it is below 1. The value of this slope, which is also
called the “heavy tail index,” is critical for the performance
of opportunistic forwarding algorithms (see the analysis in
Section 3), and we discuss it further below.

Fig. 1b shows that the distribution is almost unchanged if
one considers internal or external contacts. The same
observation was made for other iMote experiments [1],
except for the experiment conducted in Hong Kong, where,
as expected, very few internal contacts were logged. Some
variations of the heavy tail index have been observed
depending on the time of the day [1].
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Fig. 2. iMote-based experiment at INFOCOM: (a) Quantile-quantile plot of a comparison between the aggregated distribution of the intercontact time
and three parametric models, (b) estimation of the heavy tail index of the power law applied separately for each pair, and (c) summary of the results
obtained in all data sets.



2.3.2 Individual Distributions for Each Pair

So far, we have studied the aggregated distribution where
all pairs have been combined together, and we found that it
can be approximated by a power law for values up to 1 day.
In this section, we assume that this claim can be made
individually for all pairs, although the parameter of this
power law, also called the heavy tail index, may be different
among them. This approach allows us to study the
heterogeneity between pairs via a single parameter; some
of these results also measure the accuracy of the above
assumption for each pair.

Estimator for the Heavy Tail Index. Let us consider a
pair of nodes. The sample of the intercontact times
observed for this pair will be denoted by X1; . . . ; Xn, its
order statistics by Xð1Þ � . . . � XðnÞ, and its median value
by m. All times will be given in seconds. If we assume that
this sample follows a power law with granularity 120 s and
heavy tail index �, we have IP½X � x� ¼ ðx=120Þ��, such
that an estimator of � based on the sample’s median m is
given by

�� ¼ lnð2Þ
lnðmÞ � lnð120Þ :

More generally, one can consider all order statistics XðiÞ
that fit in the range [10 minutes; 1 day] and estimate �
based on each of them. This creates a collection of
estimators for the value of � as follows:

lnðnÞ � lnðn� iÞ
lnðXðiÞÞ � lnð120Þ

���� 600 � XðiÞ � 86;400; i < n

� �
:

We denote by � and �, respectively, the minimum and
maximum value in this set above. This is equivalent to
plotting the empirical CCDF for this sample in a log-log
scale and bounding this CCDF from above and below by
two straight lines that go through probability 1 at time
value 120 s. The slopes of these lines would be equal,
respectively, to �� and ��. In contrast to ��, these two
estimators are not centered around the value of �, and they
do not converge to this value when the sample becomes
large. They rather serve the purpose of a heuristic analysis;
they characterize some bounds that are verified by each
pair. Note also that, intuitively, the difference �� �
indicates how the conditional distribution of the sample
in this range differs from a pure power law.

In Fig. 2b, we plot the values of �� and the interval ½�; ��
for all pairs of iMotes during the experiment conducted at
INFOCOM. One can expect that the heavy tail index takes
different values among pairs, as some participants are more
likely to meet often than others. We initially ranked all pairs
according to their value for �� in the decreasing order.
Although we have computed these values for all pairs, we
only draw the interval ½�;�� for 100 pairs chosen arbitrarily
according to their rank (one every 14) in order to keep the
figure readable. As shown in Fig. 2b, estimations of � for
different pairs may indeed vary between 0.05 and 1.
Between these two extreme values, which are very rarely
observed, estimates for almost all pairs lie between 0.1 and
0.7 depending on the estimator. Note that all estimates of �
are smaller than 1; the only exceptions are the upper
estimate � for three pairs (i.e., less than 0.2 percent of pairs
in this case). The median-based estimate lies in [0.2 ; 0.4] for

half of the pairs and the lower estimates (respectively, the
upper estimate) lies in [0.14 ; 0.32] (respectively, [0.32 ; 0.5])
again for half of the pairs.

These results have three major implications: First, the
heterogeneity among pairs implies different possible values
for �, which are centered around the value already
observed when studying the aggregate distribution (i.e.,
0.33). Second, the difference between the median estimator
and the heuristic bounds we defined above remains within
0:25 except in a few cases. Last, the upper estimate � almost
never goes above 1, which establishes that the intercontact
time distribution for each pair is lower bounded in this
range by a power law with a heavy tail index smaller than 1.

The same results have been obtained for other data sets,
and they are summarized in Fig. 2c. For each data set
indicated, we show the distribution of values obtained
among pairs for the three estimators defined above. Each
estimator stands for one box-plot: From left to right, �; ��; �;
the thick part indicates the values found in 50 percent of the
pairs and the thin part contains the region where 90 percent
of the pairs are found.

In the Hong Kong and Dartmouth data sets, where
contacts are sparser, intercontact time samples for each pair
contains fewer values. As a consequence, the difference
between estimators can grow significantly. We even
observe that � goes slightly beyond 1 for 10 percent of the
pairs in Hong Kong data set, although this could be an
artifact of our conservative estimate.

Correlation. We study the autocorrelation coefficients to
see how the value of the intercontact time may depend on
the previous values for the same pair. The results are
shown in Fig. 3 for all order k up to 50. Since the
intercontact time distribution usually has no finite var-
iance, we computed the correlation coefficient on the
values of the logarithm of the intercontact times. Note
that, since a correlation coefficient was computed for each
pair, we present for all orders k the average value we
observed among all pairs, as well as the interval containing
50 percent and 90 percent of the centered values (respec-
tively, in the thick box and the thin bar).

In the INFOCOM data set, the variation of the coefficient
among pairs is quite important, although most pairs remain
reasonably noncorrelated (the thick box always remains less
than 0:30 away from zero). Overall, we observe a slightly
negative correlation over all pairs on average, which
reduces as k grows. Correlation coefficients are smaller
when the data set is large (as seen, for example, in the MIT
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Fig. 3. Correlation coefficients for the sequence of intercontact times:
(a) for all pairs of iMotes in the INFOCOM data set and (b) for all pairs of
devices in the MIT GSM data set.



GSM trace shown here, as well as for all other long traces).
This tends to indicate that these coefficient pairs would be
closer to zero if the iMote experiment could be done with a
longer duration, and that the sample of intercontact times
collected for each pair was bigger.

Based on the above results, we assume in the next section
that the intercontact time distribution follows a power law
for each pair. To simplify the analysis, we assume, in
addition, that the coefficient is the same for all pairs, that
the sequence of intercontact times is i.i.d. (i.e., correlation
coefficients are null), and that they are independent
between pairs. This simplification allows us to characterize
the performance of forwarding algorithms quite generally.
Some of the results we present can be extended to stationary
ergodic sequences or correlation between pairs, but that is
left for future work.

3 FORWARDING WITH POWER LAW-BASED

OPPORTUNITIES

We now analyze the impact of our findings on the
performance of a class of forwarding algorithms. We first
define our abstract model of the opportunistic behavior of
mobile users based on our experimental observations.

3.1 Assumptions and Forwarding Algorithms

3.1.1 Contact Process Model

We consider a slotted time t ¼ 0; 1; . . . . For a given pair
of devices ðd; d0Þ, let us introduce its contact process
ðUðd;d

0Þ
t Þt�0 defined by

U
ðd;d0Þ
t ¼ 1 if d and d0 are in contact during slot t;

0 otherwise:

�

For the pair ðd; d0Þ, we consider the sequence of the time

slots T
ðd;d0Þ
0 < T

ðd;d0Þ
1 < . . . < T

ðd;d0Þ
k < . . . that describes all

the values of t 2 IN such that U
ðd;d0Þ
t ¼ 1.

We do not include in this model the contact time
representing the duration of each contact, assuming that
each contact starts and ends during the same time slot. This
is justified here by the fact that we are interested in a model
accounting for consequences of large values of the inter-
contact time. It was observed (see [1]) that the contact time
distribution may also be approximated by a power law, but
over a range that is much smaller than the range for the
intercontact time.

Under this condition, the time �
ðd;d0Þ
k ¼ T ðd;d

0Þ
kþ1 � T

ðd;d0Þ
k for

any d; d0 and k � 0 is the intercontact time after the
kth contact of this pair. We suppose in our model that it
has the same law as X, which follows a power law with
heavy tail index � > 0:

P ½X � t� ¼ t�� for all t ¼ 1; 2; . . . : ð1Þ

Note that X is not bounded but is finite almost surely. It
may easily be seen that X has a finite mean if and only if
� > 1.

In addition, we assume that the contact process
ðUðd;d

0Þ
t Þt�0 of each node pair ðd; d0Þ is a renewal process

and that contact processes associated with different pairs
are independent. In other words, the intercontact times in
the sequence ð� ðd;d

0Þ
k Þk�0 are i.i.d., for all ðd; d0Þ, and

sequences belonging to different pairs are independent.

We come back to these assumptions later in Section 5.

Note that these assumptions are shared explicitly or

implicitly by most of the analyses of currently proposed

mobility models. This is because it is typically very difficult

to analyze models where dependence may arise between

different devices or between successive events occurring

with one or more devices.
Even if we do not explicitly model the contact time (each

contact lasts one time slot), we need to take into considera-

tion the fact that a contact may last long enough to transmit

a significant amount of data. We then introduce two

situations:

. the short contact case, where only one data unit can
be sent between the two devices during each
contact, and

. the long contact case, where we assume that all
queues in the two devices can be completely
emptied during each contact.

These two cases represent lower and upper bounds for

the evaluation of bandwidth. The number of data units

transmitted in a contact (whether short or long) is defined

as a data bundle.4 The long and the short case differ from a

queuing standpoint. In the long contact case, as soon as a

data unit has arrived in a node, it can be sent to all other

nodes that are met. In the short contact case, only one data

unit is sent at once and, therefore, data can accumulate in

the memory of a relaying device.
Note that our model does not take into account explicit

geographical locations or movement of devices; rather, it

directly describes the processes of contacts between devices.

The results of this section extend to any mobility model

which creates independent contact processes for all pairs of

devices that follow this same law.
For any pair of devices ðd; d0Þ, let us introduce the

remaining intercontact time observed at time slot t: It is an

integer denoted by R
ðd;d0Þ
t and defined as

R
ðd;d0Þ
t ¼ min t0 � t t0 � t and U

ðd;d0Þ
t0 ¼ 1

���n o
:

As the contacts for each pair are supposed to follow a

renewal process, R
ðd;d0Þ
t is a homogeneous Markov Chain. As

shown in Appendix A, it is recurrent and ergodic if and

only if � > 1.

3.1.2 Forwarding Algorithms

We are interested in a general class of forwarding algorithms,

which all rely on other devices to act as relays, carrying data

between a source device and a destination device that might

not be contemporaneously connected. These relay devices are

chosen purely based on contact opportunism and not using

any stored information that describes the current state of the

network. The only information used in forwarding is the

identity of the destination so that a device knows when it

meets the destination for a bundle. We call such algorithms

“oblivious” as they could be in reality quite complex and, as

we will see, very efficient in some cases.
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The following two algorithms provide bounds for the
class of algorithm described above:

. Wait-and-forward: The source waits until its next
direct contact with the destination to communicate.

. Flooding: A device forwards all its received data to
any device which it encounters, keeping a copy for
itself.

The first algorithm uses minimal resources but can incur
very long delays and does not take full advantage of the
ad hoc network capacity. The second algorithm, initially
proposed in [7], delivers data with the minimum possible
latency but does not scale well in terms of bandwidth,
storage, and battery usage. In between these two extreme
algorithms, there is a whole range of algorithms that differ
in the number of relays used to maximize the chance of
reaching the destination with a delay as small as possible
while avoiding flooding. The most important reasons not to
flood are to minimize memory requirements and related
power consumption in relay devices and to delete the
backlog of previously relayed messages that are still waiting
to be delivered and could be outdated. A number of
strategies, based on time-outs, buffer management, limit on
the number of hops, and/or duplicate copies, have been
proposed [7], [8], [9] to minimize replication and backlog.

3.2 Analysis of the Two-Hop Relaying Algorithm

Having described the class of “oblivious” algorithms we are
considering in this work, we now introduce the two-hop
relaying algorithm [10] and evaluate its performance for the
model of power law intercontact times that we have
described. Results are generalized to all oblivious algo-
rithms in the following section.

3.2.1 Description

The two-hop relaying algorithm was introduced by Gross-
glauser and Tse in [10]. This forwarding algorithm operates
as follows: When a source has a bundle to send to a
destination, it forwards it once to the first device that it
meets. This first device is either a relay device or the
destination itself. If it is the destination, the bundle is
delivered in one hop; otherwise, the device acts as a relay
and stores the bundle in a queue corresponding to this
destination. Bundles from this queue will be delivered when
the relay device meets the destination. Bundles for the same
destination are delivered by a relay device in a first-come-
first-served order. As queuing may occur in the devices that
act as relays, in the short contact case, the forwarding
process of bundles sent by the source to a relay needs to be of
lower intensity than the bundles sent by this relay to the
destination. This is the case in the implementation proposed
in [10] and we make the same assumption below.

We choose this algorithm to start our study of the impact
of power law intercontact times on opportunistic forward-
ing for the following three reasons:

. In the short contact case, this algorithm was shown
[10] to maximize the capacity of dense mobile ad hoc
networks under the condition that devices’ locations
are i.i.d., distributed uniformly in a bounded region.

. The mobility process of the devices is an important
parameter. Grossglauser and Tse [10] assumed that
each node moves at each time slot to an i.i.d.

position, which implies that the intercontact time is
geometrically distributed. This result holds more
generally for any Markovian evolution (such as a
random walk) defined on a finite domain. It has also
been shown when devices move according to the
random way-point mobility model (see the analysis
of Section 3 in [11]).

. Grossglauser and Tse [10] and Sharma and Mazum-
dar [11] have shown that data experiences a finite
expected delay under these conditions.

3.2.2 Analysis

We consider N mobile devices which transmit data
according to the two-hop relaying algorithm described
above. Instead of the mobility model used in [10], we
assume that contacts between devices follow the model that
we have introduced in the beginning of this section.

To ensure stability in the relay’s queuing mechanism, we

assume that the source s is not saturated: Bundles are

created at s during a sequence of time slots, denoted by

ðtðsÞk Þk2ZZ. The same assumption is made for the long contact

case, although stability of the queue occupancy is not an

issue in this context as the queue is emptied after each

contact with the destination.
We have the following result, which is a consequence

from the regenerative theorem (or Smith’s formula):

Theorem 1. For a pair of source-destination devices ðs; dÞ, let t
ðsÞ
k

be the time when the kth bundle is created at s to be sent to d

and let t
ðdÞ
k be the time when it is delivered to d. Letting

Dk ¼ tðdÞk � t
ðsÞ
k , we have, starting from any initial condition:

1. If � < 2, limk!1 IE½Dk� ¼ þ1.
2. If � > 2 and we assume that all contacts are long,

limk!1 IE½Dk� ¼ �D < þ1 and we have

�R � �D � 2 �R; where �R ¼ 1

2
þ IE½X2�

2 � IE½X� :

3. If � > 2 and we assume that all contacts are short,
when each source sends data to a unique and distinct
destination with rate � < N�1

2IE½X� , then the delay of a
bundle has finite expectation.

Proof. We study first the case of long contacts, where any

amount of information may be exchanged when a

contact occurs between two devices.

We analyzed here a single source-destination pair. The

two-hop relaying strategy uses multiple routes to trans-

port bundles belonging to this pair because any other

contacted device may act as a relay. This bundle is

transmitted to the first relay that is met by s after time t
ðsÞ
k .

Letting rk be this relay, we have rk ¼ argminr0 6¼sR
ðs;r0Þ
t
ðsÞ
k

, and

this transmission occurs at time t
ðrÞ
k ¼ t

ðsÞ
k þminr0 6¼s R

ðs;r0Þ
t
ðsÞ
k

.

The bundle is then delivered to destination d at time

;t
ðdÞ
k ¼ t

ðrÞ
k þR

ðrk;dÞ
t
ðrÞ
k

. We can rewrite

Dk ¼ tðdÞk � t
ðsÞ
k ¼ min

r6¼s
R
ðs;rÞ
t
ðsÞ
k

þRðrk;dÞ
t
ðrÞ
k

: ð2Þ
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Let us first establish the positive result from
Theorem 1.2 that the two-hop relaying strategy achieves

a delay with finite mean if � > 2.
Proving Theorem 1.2. In this case, IE½X2� is finite and

IE
XT

ðd;d0 Þ
1
�1

t¼T ðd;d
0 Þ

0

R
ðd;d0Þ
t

� �
¼ IE½XðX þ 1Þ=2� <1;

for any pair ðd; d0Þ of devices. By Smith’s formula (see (5)

in the Appendix), we have

limt!1IE R
ðd;d0Þ
t

h i
¼ IE½X2� þ IE½X�

2IE½X� :

The process ðminr6¼s R
ðs;rÞ
t Þt�0 is taken as a minimum of

a finite number of independent processes, corresponding

to pairs fðs; rÞ j r 6¼ sg, which all have the same law.
Hence,

lim
t!1

IE min
r 6¼s

R
ðs;rÞ
t

� �
� IE½X2� þ IE½X�

2IE½X� :

Lemma 2 can then be applied to this process, with

ðtðsÞk Þk�0, which is independent from it; this proves

lim
k!1

IE min
r 6¼s

R
ðs;rÞ
t
ðsÞ
k

� �
� IE½X2� þ IE½X�

2IE½X� :

If we consider the collection of random variables

ððRðr;dÞt Þt�0Þr6¼s, the condition in Lemma 2.1 is met. As

ðtðrÞk Þk�0 and ðrkÞk�0 depend only on ðtðsÞk Þk�0 and contacts

processes belonging to other pairs than fðr; dÞ j r 6¼ sg,
they are independent from the collection above, and we

have

limk!1IE R
ðrk;dÞ
t
ðrÞ
k

� �
¼ 1þ IE½X2�

2IE½X�

� �
:

Using (2), we have

R
ðrk;dÞ
t
ðrÞ
k

� Dk ¼ min
r 6¼s

R
ðs;rÞ
t
ðsÞ
k

þRðrk;dÞ
t
ðrÞ
k

;

hence,

1

2
1þ IE½X2�

IE½X�

� �
� lim

k!1
IE½Dk� � 1þ IE½X2�

IE½X�

� �
:

Note that this result holds if the law of X is replaced

by any law that admits a finite second moment.

Proving Theorem 1.1 for 1 < � < 2. As � > 1, Smith’s
Formula (5) holds in this case for any function f

verifying the integrability condition.

Let r denote any device different from s. For

convenience, let us denote X1 ¼ T ðr;dÞ1 � T ðr;dÞ0 . Then, we

have, for any A that may be chosen arbitrarily large,

AðAþ 1Þ
2

IIfX1�Ag �
XT ðr;dÞ1
�1

t¼T ðr;dÞ
0

minðRðr;dÞt ; AÞ � A �X1:

These variables are positive; they all have a finite

expectation by comparison with the right term. This

proves the integrability condition required in (5) for the

function fðxÞ ¼ minðx;AÞ; hence, we obtain

lim
t!1

IE minðRðr;dÞt ; AÞ
h i

�
AðAþ1Þ

2 IP½X1 � A�
IE½X1�

� A
2 �A��

2:IE½X1�
:

As this inequality holds for arbitrary large A and � < 2,

we have limt!1 IE½Rðr;dÞt � ¼ þ1. The collection of pro-

cesses ððRðr;dÞÞt�0Þr6¼s verifies the condition in Lemma 2.2.

As ðtðrÞk Þk�0 and ðrkÞk�0 are independent of this collection,

we can therefore deduce that

lim
k!1

IE R
ðrk;dÞ
t
ðrÞ
k

� �
¼ þ1; hence; lim

k!1
IE½Dk� ¼ þ1:

Proving Theorem 1.1 for � � 1. In this case, for

any device r, the Markov chain defining ðRðr;dÞt Þt�1 is

recurrent null, so that Orey’s theorem (see [5, p. 131])

implies

lim
t!1

IP R
ðr;dÞ
t ¼ i

h i
¼ 0 for all i:

In particular, for any A,

lim
t!1

IP R
ðr;dÞ
t < A

h i
¼ 0 and lim

t!1
IP R

ðr;dÞ
t � A

h i
¼ 1:

We have IE½Rðr;dÞt � � A � IP½Rðr;dÞt � A�. As a consequence,

and because the result holds for any arbitrary A, we have

limt!1 IE½Rðr;dÞt � ¼ þ1. This holds for any device r.

Another application of Lemma 2 with Condition 2 allows

us to prove limk!1 IE½Rðrk;dÞ
t
ðrÞ
k

� ¼ þ1.

The short-contact case. The result in Theorem 1.1
follows from the long-contact case, as the delay in the
short contact case is always larger. The proof of
Theorem 1.3 is a little more complex, but follows from
classical results on Palm Calculus in discrete time and
random walks. It may be found in Appendix B. tu

To summarize, we have identified two regions where the
behavior of the two-hop relaying algorithm would differ
under the power law intercontact time assumption: When �
is greater than 2, the algorithm converges to a finite
expected delay as in the case of an exponential decay.
When � is smaller than 2, the two-hop forwarding
algorithm does not converge to a finite expected delay, as
the delay that can be expected, starting from any initial
condition, grows without bound with time. This remains
true even for the long contact case, where data exchange is
unlimited during contacts, and queuing in relay devices
therefore has no impact on the delay experienced. In other
words, the region � > 2 may be thought of as the stability
region of the two-hop relaying algorithm.

3.3 Generalization

In this section, we characterize the stability region (defined

as the values of � for which an algorithm achieves a

bounded delay) for the general class of oblivious algo-

rithms. We conduct the following proofs in the long contact

case only. We further assume, when � > 1 and, therefore,

that a steady state exists, that the system has reached its
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stationary behavior; otherwise, when � � 1, we start from

any initial condition.
We generalize the two-hop relaying algorithm as follows:

Instead of sending a single copy of a given data unit to a

unique relay, the source will send m copies of each data

unit: one to each of the first m relays that it meets. As we

have assumed that the contact processes belonging to these

relays are independent, the source may thereby reduce the

total transmission delay by increasing its probability to pick

a relay with a small delay to the destination among the

m relays to which it has forwarded the message. This

observation is made rigorous in the following lemma:

Lemma 1. Let ðRðd1;d
0
1Þ

t Þt�0; . . . ; ðRðdm;d
0
mÞ

t Þt�0 be the remaining

intercontact times for m different pairs of devices ðdi; d0iÞ1�i�m.

We suppose that they have reached their steady state.
If we suppose that m > 1 and 1þ 1

m < � < 2, then

IE R
ðd1;d

0
1Þ

t

h i
¼ . . . ¼ IE R

ðdm;d0mÞ
t

h i
¼ þ1 and

IE min R
ðd1;d

0
1Þ

t ; . . . ; R
ðdm;d0mÞ
t

	 
h i
<1:

Proof. As � > 1, Lemma 3.2 holds: A unique stationary

distribution exists for the product chain

R
ðd1;d

0
1Þ

t ; . . . ; R
ðdm;d0mÞ
t

given as the product of the stationary distribution for

each component. Hence,

IP min R
ðd1;d

0
1Þ

t ; . . . ; R
ðdm;d0mÞ
t

	 

> i

h i
¼ IP R

ðd1;d
0
1Þ

t > i
h i	 
m

� 1

c1ð�� 1Þ

� �m
ðiþ 1Þ�m�ð��1Þ:

The expectation of the minimum is therefore finite as

soon as �m � ð�� 1Þ < �1 or, equivalently, � > 1þ 1
m .tu

This result shows that, for � smaller than 2, the expected
time to meet the destination is infinite. However, the
expected time for the destination to meet a group of
m devices may have a finite expected value, provided that
� > 1 and that m is large enough. This observation is the
key component in the next result, which proves that using a
two-hop relaying strategy with m relays is sufficient to
extend the stability region to any value of � > 1. This
theorem also proves that the case � < 1, which is observed
in most data sets, is of quite a different nature, as even
unlimited flooding does not achieve a bounded delay. We
comment on this difference further in Section 5.

Theorem 2. Let us consider a source destination pair ðs; dÞ and

t
ðsÞ
k ; t

ðdÞ
k ;Dk defined as in Theorem 1. We assume that all

contacts are long.

1. If � > 2, there exists a forwarding algorithm using
only one copy of the data, with a finite expected delay,
such that, starting from any initial condition,
limk!1 IE½Dk� ¼ �D < þ1.

2. If 1 < � < 2, m 2 IN is chosen such that � > 1þ 1
m ,

and the network contains at least N � 2m devices,
there exists an algorithm using m relay devices such
that, in steady state, IE½Dk� ¼ �D < þ1.

3. If � � 1, for a network containing a finite number of
devices and any forwarding algorithm, including
flooding, we have, starting from any initial condition,
limk!1 IE½Dk� ¼ þ1.

Proof.
Proving Theorem 2.1. This proof is just a reminder of

the result of Theorem 1. The two-hop relaying algorithm
may be chosen and it achieves a finite expected delay.

Proving Theorem 2.2. Let us assume that � > 1þ 1=m
and N � 2m, where m 2 IN. The forwarding algorithm
that we consider in this case is a two-hop relaying
algorithm using m different relays.

Step 1. A bundle is created at time t in the source
(denoted as device s). It is first transmitted to the m first
devices that are met. We estimate first the time when
each of these m relays are all contacted and have
received the bundle. Let us consider the collection of
remaining inter-contact time with all the other devices
ðRðs;rÞt Þr6¼s. This collection contains N � 1 variables. If we
consider a version of this collection, sorted for each
time t, in the increasing order, the time to contact m
different devices at time t is the mth value of this sorted
sequence. Corollary 2, which is a simple variation of
Lemma 1 shown in Appendix C, tells that this variable is
of finite expected value if � > 1þ 1=ðN � 1�mþ 1Þ.
This last assumption is automatically verified as N � 1�
mþ 1 ¼ N �m � m by assumption.

Step 2. At time t0, a copy of the bundle is present in

each of the m relays that we denote r1; . . . ; rm. We now
consider the vector ðRðr1;dÞ

t0 ; . . . ; R
ðrm;dÞ
t0 Þ which describes

the times needed for each of these relays to get in contact

with the destination. The time length elapsed until the

packet is delivered to the destination is taken as the

minimum of this values. An application of Lemma 1 tells

us that this time has a finite expected value.
As a consequence, the overall delay, from the time of

creation of the bundle in the source to the delivery at the
destination, is the sum of two variables with finite
expectations. It is hence of finite expected value.

Proving Theorem 2.3. Let us consider, in this case, for

a source s and any other device r in the network, the

remaining time R
ðs;rÞ
t at time t until the next contact. As

� < 1, all of these sequences of random variables are

irreducible null recurrent Markov chains. By Orey’s

theorem ([5, p. 131]), we then have that lim IP½Rðs;rÞt ¼ i� ¼
0 for all i when t tends to infinity. In particular, for any

arbitrary large A, we have lim IP½Rðd;d
0Þ

t � A� ¼ 0, so that

IP min
r 6¼s

R
ðs;rÞ
t � A

� �
¼ IP

\
r6¼s

R
ðs;rÞ
t � A

n o" #
!t!1 1:

Consequently, IE½minr6¼s R
ðs;rÞ
t � diverges for large t.

As a consequence, starting from any initial condition,
the time for a source to reach any other device is of
infinite expectation as times increase. No forwarding
algorithm, no matter how redundant, can then transport
a packet within a finite expected delay using only
opportunistic contacts between devices. tu
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Note. By comparison, the result in Theorem 2.3 applies
to any case that includes short contacts as well as long
contacts. Generally, a network containing N devices admits
forwarding algorithms that achieve a bounded expected
delay for any � > 1þ 1

bN=2c . One example of those is
flooding (that may use up to N � 2 relays); that is not the
only one, as a forwarding algorithm using only bN=2c
relays is sufficient.

3.4 Summary

At this stage, we have established the following results for
the class of oblivious forwarding algorithms defined in
Section 3.1 in the long contact case:

. For � > 2, any algorithm from the class we con-
sidered achieves a delay with finite mean.

. If 1 < � < 2, the two-hop relaying algorithm, intro-
duced in [10], is not stable in the sense that the delay
incurred has an infinite expectation. It is, however,
still possible to design an oblivious forwarding
algorithm that achieves a delay with finite mean.
This requires that m duplicate copies of the data are
produced and forwarded, where m must be greater
than 1

��1 and the network must contain at least
2

��1 devices.
. If � < 1, none of these algorithms, including flood-

ing, can achieve a transmission delay with a finite
expectation.

In other words, we have characterized the performance of
all these algorithms in the face of extreme conditions (i.e.,
heavy tailed intercontact times). The last case, where � < 1,
corresponds to the most extreme situation, and the result
we provide in this case seems at first unsatisfactory: None
of the algorithms we have introduced can guarantee a finite
expected delay. To make the matter worse, this case, where
� < 1, seems to be typical of the intercontact time distribu-
tion in the [10 minutes; 1 day] range for all the scenarios we
have previously studied empirically. This implies overall
that the expected delay for all the scenarios we have
discussed before should be at least of the order of one day.
Note that this was shown for any forwarding algorithms
used and, even when queuing delay in relay devices are
neglected. In fact, this is a negative result, and we come
back to interpret it and discuss its implications in Section 5.

4 RELATED WORK

Our opportunistic communication model is related to both
Delay-Tolerant Networking and Mobile Ad Hoc Network-
ing.5 Research works on MANET, DTN, and, more recently,
Pocket Switched Networks [12] confirm the importance of
the problem we address, as several propositions were made
to use mobile devices as relays for data transport. Such an
approach has been used to enable communication where no
contemporaneous path may be found [7], to efficiently
gather information in a network of low power sensors [13],
[14], [15], and to improve the spatial reuse of dense MANET
[10], [11]. All those works have proved that the mobility
model used has a strong impact on the performance of the
algorithms they use.

We did not find any previous work studying the
characteristics of intercontact time for users of portable
wireless devices. However, we have identified related work
in the area of modeling and forwarding algorithms.

A common property of the most common mobility
models is that the tail of the intercontact time distribution
decays exponentially. In other words, for these models, the
intercontact time is light tailed: This is the case for i.i.d.
location of devices in a bounded region (as assumed in [10])
or, more generally, for any random walk defined on a finite
region using a comparison argument. It is also the case for
the popular random way-point model as demonstrated in
the Section 3 of [11]. This fact is commonly used in the
analysis of mobile networks to estimate the delay of a
scheme. It was shown recently that devices moving
according to a Brownian motion in a bounded region
exhibit heavy tailed intercontact time with a finite variance
(corresponding in our analysis to the case � > 2) (see [16]
and the associated technical report).

The most relevant work is the algorithm proposed by
Grossglauser and Tse in [10], further analyzed by Sharma
and Mazumdar in [11]. The two-hop relay forwarding
algorithm was initially introduced to study how the
mobility of devices impacts the capacity of the network.
Our work starts from very different assumptions. Most
notably, we do not model the bandwidth limitation due to
interference, as we focus only on the delay induced by
mobility. However, some of the results that we show could
be used to characterize the delay obtained in such contexts.

5 CONCLUSION

We have analyzed several network scenarios for opportu-
nistic data transfer among mobile devices carried by humans
using eight experimental data sets. For all data sets, we
observe that the intercontact time between two devices can be
approximated by a power law in the [10 minutes; 1 day]
range. We prove in a simple model the following major
results: Power law conditions may be addressed with finite
expected delay by “oblivious forwarding algorithms” as long
as the heavy tail index of the power law is greater than 1.
When the heavy tail index is smaller than 1, the expected
delay cannot be bounded for any forwarding algorithm of
that type, even when one ignores the queuing occurring in
each relay device. We have measured a heavy tail index
smaller than 1 in all data sets. As a consequence, the expected
delay is at least of the order of one day.

These observations bring new practical recommenda-
tions to evaluate the performance of forwarding algorithms.
Most of the mobility models commonly used today are
characterized by a light tailed intercontact time distribution
for any pair of nodes. This property has been used in the
past to estimate the delay in these networks. Our empirical
findings of intercontact time distributions, in contrast, are
well-approximated by a power law for values up to one
day. Some mobility models can, in theory, be modified to
account for this last property; this may be a future research
direction. Another complementary direction, which is
chosen in this paper, is to directly model opportunities
between devices instead of their geographical locations.
This approach has the advantage that it can be directly
compared with a growing sets of real-life connectivity
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traces, now publicly available. We believe that this is a
practical solution, at least for some of the issues to be
addressed in opportunistic networking.

More generally, our results are dealing with the feasi-
bility of forwarding in opportunistic networks and their
consequence requires further attention. At least three
different directions may be followed:

. First, it might be that reasoning with an expected
value of delay is not suitable, since the possible
occurrence of a long delay is unavoidable whenever
a forwarding algorithm is used. Applications for
such networks should therefore be designed to cope
with this aspect of opportunistic communication.

. Second, note that we did not model the general case
where contact processes for a pair of nodes are
heterogeneous or contain significant correlation. It is
still possible that a finite expected delay exists in a
more complex model that accurately reproduces the
statistical properties of our data sets. This direction
is appealing but it requires the removal of one of the
modeling assumptions that we have made and
which are common for most of the results currently
known in this area. It also necessitates the design of a
forwarding algorithm that differentiates between
nodes; some schemes of that type have been only
recently proposed [17], [18], [19].

. Third, one can investigate how to add connection
opportunities in a mobile network using special
devices or partial infrastructure that could, in some
cases, be already available.

We are currently working on performing more human
mobility experiments using different type of devices, and
diverse sociological groups, in order to follow the directions
we mention above. One of our long term goals is to study
the properties of the actual traffic created by users in an
opportunistic data network.

APPENDIX A

PRELIMINARY RESULTS

A.1 Independent Composition and Limit Expectation

Lemma 2. Let ððF ðiÞt Þt2INÞi2I be a finite collection of sequences of
real valued random variables verifying limt!1 IE½F ðiÞt � ¼ l,
where l 2 IR [ fþ1g and

1. 8i; t; IE½F ðiÞt � 2 IR and l 2 IR or
2. 8i; t; IE½F ðiÞt � 2 IR [ fþ1g and l ¼ þ1:
Let ðtkÞk2IN and ðikÞk2IN be two IN valued processes,

independent from F , such that limk!1 tk ¼ þ1 a:s:

We then have limk!1 IE½F ðikÞtk
� ¼ l.

Proof. Let us first develop the following expectation:

IE F
ðikÞ
tk

h i
¼
X
i2I

X
t�0

X
j�0

j IP ik ¼ i; tk ¼ t; F ðiÞt ¼ j
h i

¼
X
i2I

X
t�0

X
j�0

j IP ½ik ¼ i� IP ½tk ¼ t� IP F
ðiÞ
t ¼ j

h i

¼
X
i2I

X
t�0

IP ½ik ¼ i� IP ½tk ¼ t� IE F
ðiÞ
t

h i
:

ð3Þ

If we suppose Lemma 2.1, we have l < þ1 and

8" > 0; 9T s:t: t > T ¼) IE F
ðiÞ
t

h i
� l

��� ��� < "

2

	 

:

If M ¼ supi2I;t�T IE F
ðiÞ
t

h i
� l

��� ���, there exists K such that

k > K ¼) IP ½tk � T � � 1� "

2 �M
and, hence, IE F

ðikÞ
tk

h i
� l

��� ��� can be bounded from above byX
i2I

X
t�0

IP½ik ¼ i� IP½tk ¼ t� IE F
ðiÞ
t

h i
� l

��� ���
�
X
i2I

IP½ik ¼ i� M �
X
t�T

IP½tk ¼ t�
 

þ
X
t>T

IP½tk ¼ t� IE F
ðiÞ
t

h i
� l

��� ���
!

�
X
i2I

IP½ik ¼ i� "=2þ "=2ð Þ � ":

If we suppose Lemma 2.2, we have l ¼ þ1 and

8A > 0; 9T; ðt > T ¼) IE F
ðiÞ
t

h i
� 2 � ðAþ 1ÞÞ:

Let M 0 ¼ supi2I;t�T max �IE F
ðiÞ
t

h i
; 0

	 

. 9K such that

k > K ¼) IP½tk � T � � max 1=2; 1� 1=M 0ð Þ;
and

IE F
ðikÞ
tk

h i
¼
X
i2I

X
t�0

IP½ik ¼ i�IP½tk ¼ t�IE F
ðiÞ
t

h i

�
X
i2I

IP½ik ¼ i� �M �
X
t�T

IP½tk ¼ t�
 

þ
X
t>T

IP½tk ¼ t�IE F
ðiÞ
t

h i!

�
X
i2I

IP½ik ¼ i� �1þ 1

2
ð2ðAþ 1ÞÞ

� �
� A:

A.2 Remaining Intercontact

Because the contact process ðU ðd;d
0Þ

t Þt�0 is a renewal

process, the sequence ðRðd;d
0Þ

t Þt�0 of integers is a Homo-

geneous Markov Chain in IN such that

R
ðd;d0Þ
tþ1 ¼ R

ðd;d0Þ
t � 1 if R

ðd;d0Þ
t > 0;

R
ðd;d0Þ
tþ1 ¼ i� 1 with prob: IP½X ¼ i� if R

ðd;d0Þ
t ¼ 0:

(
ð4Þ

This Markov Chain is clearly irreducible and aperiodic as
IP½X ¼ 1 > 0� and it is recurrent as X is almost surely finite.
The following lemma characterizes its properties, which
depend on the value of � based on classical results from the
theory of Markov chains.

Lemma 3. For any devices d; d0; e; e0 such that ðd; d0Þ 6¼ ðe; e0Þ,
we have

1. If � > 1, ðRðd;d
0Þ

t Þt�0 is ergodic.
2. If � > 1, the chain ðRðd;d

0Þ
t ; R

ðe;e0Þ
t Þt�0 is ergodic

and admits the following stationary distribution:

�ði; jÞ ¼ ðiþ 1Þ��ðjþ 1Þ��

ðc1Þ2
; where c1 ¼

X
i0�0

ði0 þ 1Þ��
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such that we have in steady state

ðiþ 2Þ�ð��1Þ

c1ð�� 1Þ � IP R
ðd;d0Þ
t > i

h i
� ðiþ 1Þ�ð��1Þ

c1ð�� 1Þ :

3. If � � 1, ðRðd;d
0Þ

t Þt�0 is recurrent null.

Proof. Let us introduce ret0, the time for Rðd; d0Þ to return
in the state 0. From the structure of the Markov chain (4),
starting from state 0, we can easily deduce that
IE0½ret0� ¼ IE½X�. If � > 1, we have IE½X� < þ1, proving
Lemma 3.1, and if � � 1, we have IE½X� ¼ þ1, proving
Lemma 3.3.

By Lemma 3.1, we know that the Markov chain
Rðd; d0Þ is recurrent positive; hence, it admits a stationary
distribution. It is easy to check, from its regenerative
structure, that it is given by �ðiÞ ¼ c1ðiþ 1Þ��, where
c1 ¼ 1=

P
i�0ðiþ 1Þ��.

The same result holds for Rðe; e0Þ. As these two
Markov Chains are independent, one can then check
easily that the product Markov chain ðRðd; d0Þ; Rðe; e0ÞÞ,
which is irreducible and aperiodic, admits a stationary
distribution given by the product of the measure. It is
hence ergodic.

In steady state, we have

IP R
ðd;d0Þ
t > i

h i
¼
X
j>i

�ðiÞ ¼ 1

c1

X
j>i

ðjþ 1Þ��:

As the function x 7! ðxþ 1Þ�� is nonincreasing, we haveZ 1
iþ1

ðxþ 1Þ��dx �
X
j>i

ðjþ 1Þ�� �
Z 1
i

ðxþ 1Þ��dx;

thus

ðiþ 2Þ�ð��1Þ

�� 1
�
X
j>i

ðjþ 1Þ�� � ðiþ 2Þ�ð��1Þ

�� 1
;

which completes the proof for Lemma 3.2. tu
Smith’s formula for � > 1. For any devices d and d0, the

process ðRðd;d
0Þ

t Þt�0 is regenerative with respect to the
delayed renewal sequence ðT ðd;d

0Þ
k Þk�0. If we assume � > 1,

we have IE½X� < þ1; hence, the interevent of the sequence
ðT ðd;d

0Þ
k Þk�0 admits a finite mean. We know, in this case (see

[5, p. 148]), that

lim
t!1

IE f R
ðd;d0Þ
t

	 
h i
¼

IE
PT

ðd;d0 Þ
1
�1

t¼T ðd;d
0 Þ

0

f R
ðd;d0Þ
t

	 
� �

IE T
ðd;d0Þ
1 � T ðd;d

0Þ
0

h i

for any f verifying IE
XT ðd;d0 Þ1
�1

t¼T ðd;d
0 Þ

0

����f R
ðd;d0Þ
t

	 
����
2
64

3
75 <1:

ð5Þ

APPENDIX B

QUEUING WITH A PROCESS OF SERVICE INSTANT

In constrast with classical queuing systems, the nodes of a
mobile network only serve bundles from a given
queue when they are in contact with the corresponding

destination. In this section, we extend some well-known
results on queues to handle this constraint.

Let us consider a queue receiving customers according
to a point process a ¼ fak j k 2 ZZg, that may be served
only at some service instant, which follow a process
s ¼ fsm j m 2 ZZg. We make the following assumptions:

. A customer arriving at time t joins the queue and can
be served starting from tþ 1.

. At each service instant, one customer from the queue
is served, except if the queue is empty.

Hence, this system behaves as if the time slot were divided
in two parts: In the first half of the time slot, a customer
from the queue is served if the slot is a service instant; in the
second half, new customers join the queue. Let us introduce
QðtÞ, the number of customers present after the first half of
time slot t is completed. The process Q follows the recursion

QðtÞ ¼ max 0; Qðt� 1Þ þNaðt� 1Þ �NsðtÞð Þ; ð6Þ

where Na (respectively, Ns) denotes the counting measure
associated with the point process a (respectively, s).

B.1 Stationarity, Little’s Law

Results are shown in the � stationary ergodic framework
(see [6]). We assume here that � is a measurable mapping
�! �, which preserves the probability measure (i.e.,
IP � � ¼ IP) and is ergodic (all � invariant events have
probability 0 or 1).

A point process is called stationary with respect to � if its
counting measure verifies Nð�ð!Þ; CÞ ¼ Nð!;C þ tÞ, where
C � ZZ and ! 2 �. We define its intensity as IE½Nð0Þ�.

The next result follows closely the proof of the stability
regime for a single server queue (see [6, pp. 83-87]). It shows
that, under a simple stability condition, the system admits a
steady state that is stationary in a strong sense (compatible
with the shift �). The expected delay of a customer through
this system is then given by a generalized Little Formula.

Notation. Following the usual convention of Palm
calculus (here, in discrete time), we denote by IP0

a the
probability measure IP under the condition that point
process a has a point in t ¼ 0. We number customer k with
the convention that customer k ¼ 0 denotes the last
customer that arrived strictly before 1. We denote by Vk
the sojourn time of customer k.

Lemma 4. If a; s are two stationary point processes with respect
to �, with respective intensities �; � such that � < �,

1. There exists an initial condition, ~Q <1 a:s:, such
that the queue process verifies ~QðtÞ ¼ ~Q � �t.

2. In this stationary regime, IE0
a½ ~Vk� ¼ 1þ 1

� IE½ ~Q�.
3. If the queue starts empty, lim supk!1 IE ½Vk� �

1þ 1
� IE½ ~Q�:

Proof. We define the sequence of variables indexed by T

~Q½T � ¼ max
�T��t�0

Na �t; . . . ;�1ð Þ �Ns �tþ 1; . . . ; 0ð Þð Þ:

Clearly, this sequence is positive, nondecreasing, and
verifies

~Q½Tþ1� � � ¼ max 0; ~Q½T � þNað0Þ �Nsð1Þ
	 


: ð7Þ
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It then admits an a.s. limit, denoted by ~Q, verifying

~Q � � ¼ max 0; ~QþNað0Þ �Nsð1Þ
� �

:

This limit may take infinite values. Note that, since

f ~Q ¼ 1g is � invariant and � is ergodic, it then has

probability 1 or 0. In other words, either this limit is a.s.

infinite or it is a.s. finite.
We can rewrite (7) as

~Q½Tþ1� � � ¼ ~Q½T � �min ~Q½T �; Nsð1Þ �Nað0Þ
	 


;

such that

IE min ~Q½T �; Nsð1Þ �Nað0Þ
	 
h i

¼ IE ~Q½T � � ~Q½Tþ1� � �
h i

¼ IE ~Q½T � � ~Q½Tþ1�
h i

� 0:

By monotone convergence, we deduce

IE½min ~Q;Nsð1Þ �Nað0Þ
� �

� � 0:

Assuming that ~Q is a.s. infinite, the minimum above is then

always given by the second term, which implies that

IE½Nsð1Þ �Nað0Þ� ¼ �� � � 0. By the converse induction,

� > � ¼) ~Q <1 a:s:;

which proves Lemma 4.1.
Lemma 4.2 is an application of the Campbell-Mecke

egality:

IE½ ~Q� ¼ IE
X
k2ZZ

IIfak��1gIIfakþVk�1g

2
4

3
5

¼ �
X
v>0

X
k2ZZ

IIfk��1gIIfkþv�1gIP
0
a½V0 ¼ v�

¼ �
X
v>0

ðv� 1ÞIP0
a½V0 ¼ v� ¼ �ðIEð0Þa½V0� � 1Þ:

We have a.s. Vk � ~Vk, which proves Lemma 4.3. tu

B.2 Expected Queue Length

Lemma 5. Assume a and s are two renewal point processes

. with intensities � < �,

. such that interevent distribution Fa has a finite mean,
and

. such that the interevent distribution Fs has a finite
variance. Then,

IE max
t>0

Nað1; . . . ; tÞ �Nsð1; . . . ; tÞð Þ
� �

<1:

Proof. We recall the classical result on random walks (see [20,

p. 270]): For ðZkÞk i.i.d., IE½Zk� < 0; IE½ðZþk Þ
2� <1, we have

IE max
k�0

Z1 þ . . .þ Zkð Þ
� �

<1: ð8Þ

Let us prove first, for any � > �,

IE max
t>0

Nað1; . . . ; tÞ � t�ð Þ
� �

<1:

Let us denote by S1; S2; � � � the sequence of points of the

process a that belongs to f0; 1; 2; . . .g. They may be seen

as the result of a random walk Sn ¼ X1 þ . . .þXn,

where variables ðXkÞk are i.i.d. and follow the interevent

distribution. The above expectation may be rewritten

IE max
n>0

n� � � Snð Þ
� �

¼ � � IE max
n>0

Y1 þ . . .þ Ynð Þ
� �

;

where Yk ¼ 1
� �Xk. Note that IE½ðYkÞ2� � �2 <1 and

IE½Yk� < 0, proving by (8) that the above expectation is

finite.
Next, we prove that, for any � < �,

IE max
t>0

t � � �Nsð1; . . . ; tÞð Þ
� �

¼ IE max
n>0

S0n � � � n
� �� �

¼ � � IE max
n>0

Z1 þ . . .þ Znð Þ
� �

<1

as Zk¼X0k � 1
� , IE½Zk�<0, and IE ðZþk Þ

2
h i

� IE ðX0kÞ
2

h i
<1.

To conclude, we choose � such as � < � < � and we
have

IE max
t>0

Nað1; . . . ; tÞ �Nsð1; . . . ; tÞð Þ
� �

¼ IE max
t>0

Nað1; . . . ; 1Þ � t � � þ t � � �Nsð1; . . . ; tÞð Þ
� �

� IE max
t>0

Nað1; . . . ; tÞ � t � �ð Þ þmax
t>0

t � � �Nsð1; . . . ; tÞð Þ
� �

:

tu

Corollary 1. If a and s satisfy the conditions of Lemma 5,

IE½ ~Q� <1 and IE0
a½ ~Vk� <1:

Proof. According to the proof of Lemma 4,

~Q ¼ max
t�0

Na �t; . . . ;�1ð Þ �Ns �tþ 1; . . . ; 0ð Þð Þ:

The result is then following the above lemma. tu

APPENDIX C

PROOF OF THEOREM 1 IN THE SHORT-CONTACT CASE

Let us summarize the results from the above sections: In a

queue with arrival a and service instant s, customers

experienced a finite expected delay if 1) a and s are renewal

processes, 2) the stability condition is verified, and 3) inter-

service-instant distribution has a finite variance. Note that

Conditions 2 and 3 are necessary. In the following, we

present a scheme ensuring that all queues implemented in

the mobile nodes verify Conditions 1, 2, and 3. It may be

improved at the cost of an additional effort to weaken

Assumption 1.

Each source devices smaintain a set ofN � 1 source queues

corresponding to each other device. We assume that bundles

are created in each of these queues according to a renewal

process with intensity � < 1�p
2�IE½X� with p > 0. When another
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device d is met during an odd time slot, a bundle from the

queue associated with d is served, if this queue is not empty.

The device dmay be the destination for s, but, otherwise, the

bundle is entering a relay queue (see below). For technical

reasons, we also assume that, with a small probability p,

taken independently, an independent blocking occurs and no

bundle at all is sent by the source during this contact.
All devices (including all sources) maintain, in addition,

N � 1 relay queues, each one corresponding to a given

destination. When a bundle is received during an odd time-

slot (as described above), it is entering the relay queue

corresponding to its destination. If another device d is met

during an even time slot, a bundle for destination d is sent,

unless the corresponding queue is empty.
Let us prove that bundles experience finite expected

delay in each of these queues:

. Each source queue receives and serves bundles
according to stationary processes that satisfy Con-
ditions 1, 2, and 3.

. A relay queue satisfies Conditions 2 and 3; unfortu-
nately, the arrival process in this queue is not a
renewal process. Nevertheless, the same result holds
by a comparison. All arrival times of a bundle in this
relay queue are included in a quasisaturated renewal
process (that includes all meeting times with the
source corresponding to the destination of the queue,
without independent blocking). Note that the ex-
pected delay in a relay queue is never larger than the
expected delay in the same queue with a quasisatu-
rated arrival process. One can check easily that this
last case verifies Conditions 1, 2, and 3, proving that
the expected delay is finite in both cases.

We deduce that all sources can transmit to their

destination at a rate smaller than ðN�1Þ�ð1�pÞ
2IE½X� such that

bundles experienced a finite expected delay. As p may be

chosen arbitrarily, the same result holds for any rate smaller

than N�1
2�IE½X�.

C.1 Proof of Corollary of Lemma 1

For any real numbers ðx1; . . . ; xmÞ and i � m, let us denote

by ordði; ðx1; . . . ; xmÞÞ the ith element of the sequence after

it is reordered in the increasing order. In particular,

ordð1; ðx1; . . . ; xmÞÞ ¼ minðx1; . . . ; xmÞ. We have:

Corollary 2. Let R
ðd1;d

0
1Þ

t

	 

t�0
; . . . ; R

ðdm;d0mÞ
t

	 

t�0

be the remain-

ing intercontact times for m different pairs of devices

ðdi; d0iÞ1�i�m. We suppose that � > 1þ 1
m�jþ1 , then

IE ord j; R
ðd1;d

0
1Þ

t ; . . . ; R
ðdm;d0mÞ
t

	 
	 
h i
<1:

Proof. Let Mj ¼ ord j; R
ðd1;d

0
1Þ

t ; . . . ; R
ðdm;d0mÞ
t

	 

.

IP½Mj > n� ¼ IP # i
��� Rðdi;d0iÞt > n

n o
� m� jþ 1

h i
:

This is the probability that at least m� jþ 1 events occur

on a collection of m variables. Note that all these events

are independent, and each of them occurs with the same

probability p � ðnþ1Þ�ð��1Þ

c1ð��1Þ . As a consequence, the above

probability may be rewritten as

Xm
k¼m�jþ1

k
m

� �
pkð1� pÞm�k � pm�jþ1

Xm
k¼m�jþ1

k
m

� �
:

This proves that, for c2 ¼ 1
c1ð��1Þ

Pm
k¼m�jþ1

k
m

� �
;

IP½Mj > n� � c2ðnþ 1Þ�ðm�jþ1Þð��1Þ;

which implies that IE½Mj� <1 as soon as

� > 1þ 1

m� jþ 1
:

ut
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